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South Africa : Rebuilding the Waste Places
The terrible news coming out of the Zondo Commission on State Capture and
corruption in high places needs analysis from a Kingdom perspective. The economy
and society are in serious trouble. South Africa will have to be rebuilt from the
ground-up...here is my analysis of why and how we Christians can re-shape the
future.
Sorry to my international readers but my first obligation here on the website is to
where the Lord placed me...South Africa. But read on because we are not the only
country in serious trouble and perhaps you will find some insight for your own nation
as we tackle out problems here with Biblical solutions to national problems,
The last three weeks of daily confessions in front of Justice Zondo from the former
executives of the Bosasa group (R6 million per month in cash for bribes to a host of
top politicians and department heads for years) has made for riveting TV. The scale
of the corruption and corruptees is staggering....cabinet ministers, top ANC party
officials, department heads.
But here is the real kicker...this is just one company corrupting one department of
government, the Correctional Services Department. There are still another at least 20
government departments to go, plus state owned enterprises like Eskom, Railways,
Denel, Airports and Harbours, SABC etc and we know already the corruption at
Eskom and Railways runs to multiple billions.
The problem we face is not just the corruption, meaning hundreds of billions of extra
debt and inefficiencies. The worst is the deployment of people who are absolutely not
technically qualified for their jobs being placed in highly technical positions at
Eskom, Railways, government IT infrastructure, and municipalities all across the
country.
This is a major reason why we are facing again regular power cuts, not only is
equipment not being maintained but real expert technicians are not available to do
proper maintenance, substandard coal is being fraudulently approved as high grade
steam coal fouling up the boilers, municipal infrastructure across the country has
collapsed because of no maintenance so no water, no sewage treatment and removal.
Yesterday the Chamber of Mines warned the government that if they increase the
price of electricity even more then all the remaining gold mines (except for 1) will
close down and three quarters of the platinum mines will close down. The final bill
from Eskom for the two power stations they have been building for the last 12 years
and only half way done will be over R600 billion. The original estimate was 5-6
years construction and R60-R70 billion cost each. It will be the most expensive
electricity in the world. These level of coal power stations the Indians and Chinese
build at R40 billion and 4 years.

I feel the effect directly at my factory. My power costs have escalated sky high and
the frequent power outages and power surges fry my electrical motors constantly
meaning costly maintenance and replacement.
Here is the honest truth: South Africa is dying economically. We are bleeding capital
out of the country as every financial advisor is telling South Africans, move your
savings and investments offshore. And then all those big shot companies and
individuals who move operations and investment overseas....Woolworths, Famous
Brands, Tiger Brands, Old Mutual, Anglo American, (and on and on) all have lost
multiple billions of wasted capital. Including of course billionaires like Christo Wiese
with probably R50 billion in losses on Steinhoff and Bain Capital.
Like a dying leper the extremities of the South African economy in the rural towns
across the country are either dead or dying with huge populations movements to the
big city urban centers where water and electricity still flow and basic services are still
available.
Politicians of course promise the world...free housing, free water and electricity, free
education, free health care and social grants to more than 17 million people meaning
more people receive social grants than have actual jobs.
For me the worst of the recent Bosasa revelations was to find out that this corrupt
company was actually owned by the Watson family, struggle heroes of the antiapartheid movement but also very strong Charismatic evangelicals. Angelo Agrizzi
the former COO of the group testifying to Zondo says the place was like "a religious
cult". They had prayer and bible study regularly at head office. With some all night
prayer session, visiting prophets that would prophecy over the company and
personnel. Probably one of the many prophets for profit infecting our movement.
That Christians are involved in corrupt financial practices is no longer big news. Just
weeks ago the CEO of the Louis Group, Alan Louis was arrested in the UK Jersey
Isles for money laundering and corruption of over R900 million mostly money stolen
from gullible Christians in the Western Cape. What is even more strange about him
getting arrested for money laundering is that this happened in Jersey Isles one of the
premier money laundromats in the world...that is like getting a speeding ticket at the
Monaco Grand prix. The Louis Group was one of the premier financial giving groups
to Christian college and ministries.
This sort of Christian fraud operations have been rife these past 20 years ever since
prosperity preaching became a popular attraction....money for nothing is God's plan
for your life. So they become easy targets for the usual Ponzi scheme of give and you
will get incredibly monthly returns in this miracle prosperity program.
By the way...I want all of us to pray for the Watson family...we are all sinners saved
by grace. My prayer is that bro. Gavin Watson like Samson will repent and redeem
his testimony for the Lord by going on a full confession, publicly of all the top
officials corrupted and like Sampson....bring the house of corruption down on their
heads and help us to cleanse the land.

Here is my honest prophetic assessment of our current situation and then I will tell
you what at least I am doing on this website and my business and ministry plan for
turning this situation around.
I believe South Africa and indeed Southern Africa is under a Biblical level of
judgment in the economic, social and political spheres of this nation. Meaning the
plague of locusts are devouring the land...locusts as in a parasitic element that is
draining the economic life blood of this nation. You will see these locusts in our state
owned enterprises with multimillion salaries doing nothing in value added production,
you will see them in the massive civil service who you cannot get rid of our down size
regardless of how inefficient their work, you will see them in the schools not
bothering to give our children a proper education, you will see them in top financial
institutions helping to corrupt by facilitating state capture for enormous consultant
fees when the only thing under consultation is how to loot the organization, you will
find them in the accountants and auditors who are happy to cook the books for an
extra fee, you will find them in the pulpits preaching about God's wonderful plan of
miracle wealth for nothing...except a regular tithe of your income.
And so our nation is dying from thousands of cuts bleeding the corpse of the nation as
wealth invested over many decades is bled out into consumption and riotous living.
Like the prodigal son...a whole generation wants their entitlement now and all of it.
As a nation we are now hopelessly indebted with no possibility of paying off our
debts, we have depleted our national infrastructure, we have granted ourselves a
lifestyle that we as a nation cannot afford paid for by foreign loans and sold the crown
jewels of our economy to foreigners.
God is laying all this corruption open to our nation over the next 2 years of the Zondo
Commission. Our sins will be laid bare for all to see. The highest and the proudest
will be informed upon. Crooks will run to tell their story to stick a knife into old
enemies. This is what the enemies of Israel did when God led Israel into battle....they
turned on each other and killed each other (see 2 Chron. 20). Reputations will be
destroyed. Political power structures will break and fall. Corrupt financial services
will be exposed.
This is house cleaning that is now taking place. The economy is going to be taken
down to bare survival mode. The exorbitant luxury lifestyle and the 2000 shopping
malls it supports (6th highest shopping malls in the world) will be a thing of the past.
And then God swill be able to get the attention of His people....
When government hand outs is no longer the answer...
When new and different politicians are no longer the answer...
When financial loans from overseas are no longer the answer...
When church as a Sunday morning meeting no longer the answer...
When black and white and coloured and Indian no longer see each other as
antagonists but all in the same sinking boat....
Then we can start laying the foundations for a nation united under the Lord and His
Kingdom and start building a long term future prosperity for our next generations that
qualify under Biblical standards of blessing and national prosperity:

Homework: read the entire chapter of Deuteronomy 28 to get a picture of God's idea
of national blessings that He wants for Southern Africa.
I see my part in this in the following activities:
What I wrote above is bad news. But I also want to give the good news. That is what
I want to do with this website ministry...how do we as a nation and Christians turn our
nation around? I know all about 2 Chron 7:14.."if my people who are called by
name..."
I want to move beyond that to action.
Each of us has a plan over our lives from heaven....you are alive and called of God at
this time in this nation. Running overseas is not the answer. I will give you reasons
enough on future blogs why the world economy is in actual fact in most places worse
than here in South Africa.
But let me tell you what I want to do in this website with what the Lord had given me
from my business, technical and ministry background.
First I have changed the website design so that in the next months I will be adding
important articles under the 10 categories on the home page. These will all have to do
specifically with giving prophetic vision for our times, for exploring new concepts in
biblical economics, new concepts for redesigning the Church for victory and
dominion, new ideas and analysis on who and what our enemy satan is up to, new
ideas on taking dominion over all the work of God's creation as He commanded us to
do.
Each week in a blog I will be throwing out ideas I am exploring. This helps me more
than you because I need to actually write my thoughts down and then when I think I
have something ready I will do it in one of the permanent articles. I will also be
updating articles if I can give better ideas in a better way.
I see three books I need to do to get the Church here in South Africa into the idea of
winning our nation for Christ.
The first is a redo of my old book "South Africa in the End Times"
The new one will be "The Prophetic Destiny of Southern Africa"
In this I will not only once again present the prophetic scriptures that speak of
Southern Africa but give a better idea of what the important role the coming great
revival in Southern Africa is going to mean for the Kingdom of God around the
world. And by the way I just learned this last week that the dynamic young new
Prime Minister of Ethiopia that is turning that nation around, Dr. Abiya Ahmed is a
Pentecostal preacher. This I learned from a BBC documentary this last week. And so
also by the sway is the new leader of Brazil.
Second book is a total redo of my book "The Radical Gospel of the Kingdom"
I need to get it down from 200 pages to maybe 120 and simplify and make a better
and easier presentation of the main argument of the book: This is the Kingdom Age
and God has plans for a victorious Church of the 21st century.

The third book will be entirely new book: "The Second Reformation: Healing the
Nations."
This will be my action plan for how we disciple Southern Africa into the kingdom of
God, how we restructure into a Biblical economy, how we do a national Jubilee
redemption program; how we do the concept of the City Church...and this is radical
because we are going to have to find a way to bring God's people together in every
city of South Africa to do city transformation. And here I have some great ideas of
using the new technologies of social networks and other new tech ideas for getting us
organized nation wide for revival and restoration.
This is a great time to be alive in the history of God's great plan of the ages. And it is
even better to be alive in South Africa at this time because we are running out of
options sooner than other nations and that means the great things the Lord is going to
do here will be a guidelines for God's people in other nations to follow. Just think of
it, you are not in America with other evangelical Christians looking to Donald Trump
to make America great again...instead you are in South Africa looking to Jesus to
make His Kingdom great in Africa with a great continental revival spreading from
here all the way north into the rest of Africa.
For those of you praying for power and revival....
I know the prayers of multitudes have gone up to the throne of God for revival in
Africa, for a supernatural visitation from above. But let me give you some wise
council...with power comes responsibility. God will not give the Church that
breakthrough power that brings the masses into the Kingdom unless we know what to
with the responsibility to care for them, how we are going to disiciple them into
Kingdom living.
God will not pour out the new wine in old wine skins...
I major outpouring of power is coming and many millions will come into the
Kingdom...but they will turn to us and ask What is God's will for our economy, for
education, for social welfare, for our children.
We have to start a dialogue and discussion about our future nation....that is part of
what I am going to do here. I am actually studying and planning for the aftermath of
revival...the what now issues. We have to be prepared for that...we have to actually
plan for when the political and economic world around us crumbles...then what we as
the Christian majority...what are our plans from the Lord.
I believe God gave us the Israel template in scripture to show us what a "sheep
nation" looks like. I know we can do this thing because I believe prophetically that
this is now for the Kingdom of God...the time of Rev. 21-22 of healing the nations is
now...not in a 1000 years time.
So that is my journey ahead for this website ministry for 2019....I hope you come
along.

